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Abstract -- Spoiler attached on the rear part of a car can generate drag force and negative lift force, 
called downforce. This drag force can increase air resistance to the car, meanwhile, a negative lift force 
can improve the car’s stability and safety. Refer to many researchers, the shape and the angle of the 
spoiler give different aerodynamic effects and therefore give a different value of drag force and lift force. 
Based on these facts, this study was focused on the analysis of different spoiler angle attached to a mini 
MPV car to drag and lift force generated by the spoiler. The method used in this study is a numerical 
simulation using the Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) technique. The analysis was carried out at 
different spoiler angle and car’s speed. The spoiler angles are -20o, -10o, 0o, 10o, and 20o. The car’s 
speeds are 40 km/h, 60 km/h, 80 km/h, 100 km/h, and 120 km/h. Then the drag and lift force and their 
coefficient generated by different spoiler angles were being investigated at specified speeds. The result 
shows that higher spoiler angles generate higher drag and lower lift. Spoiler angles higher than 0o 
generate negative lift force, otherwise generate positive lift force. Therefore, to increase a car’s stability 
and safety, it is recommended to use a spoiler angle higher than 0o. Based on the result, it is best to use 
spoiler angle 10o because it generates negative lift force with -0.05 lift coefficient and 0,68 drag 
coefficient.  
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INTRODUCTION 

Along the times, transportation has 
increased in number due to the high demand for a 
mobile society. This phenome will potentially 
increase traffic accidents. According to a survey, 
traffic accidents have become the number 3 killer 
in Indonesia [1]. 

Many families in Indonesia choose mini 
Multi-Purpose Vehicle (MPV) cars as their daily 
transportation due to the spacious cabin of the 
cars and the ability of the cars to minimizing their 
fuel consumption but still have enough power to 
carry all family members [2]. However, mini MPV 
cars should be safe when used to carry all the 
family members in order to minimize traffic 
accidents. One aspect of the cars’ safety is its 
stability on the road. It is influenced by the cars’ 
body shapes and the aerodynamic phenomena 
along with the cars’ bodies [3, 4, 5]. 

Drag and lift force are the two common 
forces in the aerodynamic study. Lift force is the 
most important concern to increase the car’s 

stability, as lift force is the vertical force acting on 
a car’s body. A higher lift force will lead to an 
accident because the car will be less stable [3, 6, 
7]. Otherwise, a lower lift force will lead to safety 
because the car’s stability improved. Meanwhile, 
the drag force is a resistance force acting on the 
car’s body. A higher drag force will lead to higher 
air resistance to the car’s body [8].  

 

 
Figure 1. Pressure distribution along car’s body 

due to its aerodynamic phenomena 
 
Das & Riyad [8] have investigated the 

aerodynamic phenomena along a sedan-typed car 
using numerical simulation. A spoiler is attached 
on the rear part of the sedan to generate negative 
lift force called downforce, in order to increase its 
stability. The spoiler’s angle of attack is modified 
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to capture pressure distribution on the rear part of 
the sedan. The result shows that the spoiler can 
reduce flow separation in the rear part of the 
sedan, so the drag force reduced, and the high 
pressure in front of the spoiler can generate a 
negative lift force. Due to that reduction and 
negative lift force generation, the stability of the 
sedan increases. 

Refer to Kurec et al. [9], rear spoilers 
attached to the body of the cars are one of many 
components that have a major influence on drag 
and lift force generation. They are used to achieve 
desired aerodynamics properties, in this case, the 
drag and lift force. They found that due to 
aerodynamic phenomena, pressure distribution 
along the car’s body contributes downforce 
(negative lift force) to the front axle but lift force to 
rear axle, as shown in Figure 1. It makes the car 
to be unstable. Based on this reason, they 
researched to make the lift force at the rear axle to 
be negative and become downforce by adding a 
rear wing on top of the car’s trunk alongside with 
a spoiler. The research was based on experiment 
and numerical simulation and the result shows 
that pressure distribution along with the car’s body 
change. Using 20o rear wing and 55o spoiler 
increases downforce acting on the rear part of the 
car by 29%. 

Tsai et al. [10] have studied another 
research conducted on aerodynamic effect due to 
the addition of a rear spoiler. They used different 
types of spoiler and investigated the drag and lift 
force generated by the spoilers. They also 
investigate the aero-acoustic phenomena due to 
the spoilers. The car modeled in their research is 
Honda S2000. They concluded that the spoiler or 
rear wing with the configuration shown in Figure 2 
could generate a low lift force. Therefore, the 
stability of the car improved. The lift coefficient of 
the spoiler reaches -0.001. Minus sign indicates 
that the lift force generated is downward and 
considered as downforce.  
 

 
Figure 2. Spoiler or rear wing configuration 

attached on Honda S2000 [10] 
 

Many kinds of research of aerodynamic 
effect due to rear spoiler conducted by far used 
sedan-typed car as the modeled car, only a few 
types of research used non-sedan-typed cars, i.e., 
mini MPV car. Therefore, this study was focused 
on the aerodynamic effect of various spoiler 
angles attached on the rear top of the mini MPV 
car.   

METHOD 
This study was conducted by numerical 

simulation using the Computational Fluid 
Dynamics (CFD) technique, because according to 
[11, 12, 13, 14], CFD can be used as fluid analysis 
tool with reliable result for complex body. Suzuki 
Ertiga is used as the modeled car; its dimension 
set up for modeling was based on the real 
specification from the company. Five rear spoiler 
angles were considered to study the aerodynamic 
effect due to the addition of the rear spoiler 
attached to the modeled car. The spoiler angles 
used in this study are listed in Table 1.  

 
Table 1. Spoiler angle variations 

Variation Spoiler Angle  
[o] 

1 -20 
2 -10 
3 0 
4 10 
5 20 

 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

 
(c) 

 
(d) 

 
(e) 

Figure 3. Different look of modeled car and their 
dimensions in millimeter with various spoiler 
angle (a) -20o (b) -10o (c) 0o (d) 10o (e) 20o 
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Figure 3 shows the different look of the 
modeled car with spoiler angle variations. As 
shown in Figure 3 and according to [6], the spoiler 
angle of 0o means the top of the spoiler straight 
with the top of the car. Spoiler angle higher than 
0o means the top of the spoiler and the top of the 
car form an angle higher than 0o. Otherwise is vice 
versa. 

Figure 4 shows the air domain and the 
boundary conditions applied to all variations. The 
rear part of the domain is longer than the front part 
in order to capture the flow streamline behind the 
modeled car. Front part of the air domain 
considered as inlet, rear part as an outlet, bottom 
part as no-slip wall, top and side parts as free slip 
walls. The car body considered as no-slip wall.   
 

 
Figure 4. Air domain and boundary conditions 

 
The air domain is set as air ideal gas with 

30oC temperature and 1 atm reference pressure. 
The inlet boundary is set at a normal speed. Five-
speed values are to be applied to this study; they 
are 40 km/h, 60 km/h, 80 km/h, 100 km/h, and 120 
km/h. The outlet boundary is set as relative static 
pressure with the value of 0 Pa. Based on [6] and 
[10], the turbulence model used to simulate 
aerodynamic along the car’s body is Reynolds-
Averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS). In this study, 
the turbulence model used is Shear Stress 
Transport (SST), which is a part of the RANS 
model. Convergence for each simulation was 
achieved if the residues for each simulation was 
less than or equal to 10-5 [15]. 

After simulations have been completed, 
drag forces (𝐹𝐷) and lift forces (𝐹𝐿) generated for 
each variation were used to calculate the drag 
coefficient (𝐶𝐷) and lift coefficient (𝐶𝐿), 
respectively. The calculation was based on 
[11][16] as stated in equation (1) and (2).  
 𝐶𝐷 = 𝐹𝐷0.5. 𝜌. 𝑣2. 𝐴𝐷 

(1) 

𝐶𝐿 = 𝐹𝐿0.5. 𝜌. 𝑣2. 𝐴𝐿 
(2) 

 

where 𝜌 is air density at 30oC, 𝑣 is upstream air 
velocity located at the inlet, 𝐴𝐷 is a frontal area, 
and 𝐴𝐿 is a planform area. The frontal area is the 
projected area seen by a person looking toward 
the modeled car from a direction parallel to the 
upstream velocity 𝑣. Otherwise, the planform area 
is the projected area seen by a person looking 
toward the modeled car from a direction normal to 
the upstream velocity 𝑣.  

Drag and lift coefficient are dimensionless 
parameters used to describe drag and lift force 
along a car’s body. These parameters are widely 
used in the aerodynamic study [3, 11, 16, 17]. As 
stated in (1) and (2), higher drag and lift coefficient 
means higher drag and lift force, respectively 
[11,16, 17].  
 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Pressure distribution along with the 
modeled car with various rear spoiler angle are 
shown in Figure 5 to Figure 9. The figures show 
pressure distributions generated by numerical 
simulation with constant air velocity at 100 km/h. 
The pressure generated is classified as gage 
pressure, so pressure at 0 Pa means the pressure 
equal to reference pressure which is 1 atm. As 
shown in the figures, pressure on the front part of 
the car is high, because the air at 100 km/h 
velocity hit the front part of the car and generates 
stagnation pressure [11][16]. Otherwise, pressure 
on the rear part of the car is lower. 
 

 
Figure 5. Pressure distribution along modeled car 

with -20o rear spoiler angle 
 

 
Figure 6. Pressure distribution along with a 

modeled car with -10o rear spoiler angle 
 

inlet 

outlet 

free slip wall 

free slip wall 

no slip wall 
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Figure 7. Pressure distribution along with a 

modeled car with 0o rear spoiler angle 
 

 
Figure 8. Pressure distribution along with a 

modeled car with 10o rear spoiler angle 
 

 
Figure 9. Pressure distribution along with a 

modeled car with 20o rear spoiler angle 
 

Pressure on the rear part of the car is lower 
because there is flow separation, as shown in 
Figure 10. This flow separation generates low 
pressure, and because of that, a pressure 
difference between the front part and the rear part 
of the car occurred [11]. The pressure different 
then generates a drag force. Drag forces 
generated along the car’s body are shown in 
Figure 11. Figure 11 shows that higher velocity 
generates a higher drag force, so drag force at 120 
km/h velocity is the highest drag force. Otherwise, 
the drag force at 40 km/h is the lowest among the 
others. Figure 11 also shows that a higher spoiler 
angle generates a higher drag force, so drag force 
generated by the spoiler at 20o angle is the highest 
among the other angles. These increases are 
more visible at high speed (100 km/h and 120 
km/h) because the drag force due to pressure 
difference is proportional to velocity.  

 
Figure 10. Flow separation behind the car 

 
Nevertheless, as shown in Figure 11, drag 

force decreases at an angle -20o to -10o. 
Therefore, at an angle less than 0o, the drag force 
will decrease if the angle increase.  

 
 

 
Figure 11. Drag forces generated along the car’s 
body with various rear spoiler angle and speed 

 

 
Figure 12. Lift forces generated along the car’s 
body with various rear spoiler angle and speed 

 
As shown in Figure 5 to Figure 9, the spoiler 

angle at 20o generates more positive pressure on 
the front part of the spoiler than other angles. 
Therefore, the lift force generated by the spoiler is 
the minimum among the others [4]. The condition 
is recognized clearly in Figure 12. Figure 12 shows 
that at a certain speed, higher spoiler angles 
generate lower lift force. These phenomena are 
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more visible at a higher speed than lower speed 
because lift forces generated due to pressure 
acting on the car’s body are proportional to 
velocity. 

Note that the lift force is pointing upward. 
Therefore, to improve the car’s stability, the lift 
force should be negative to form downforce. As 
shown in Figure 12, downforce generated when 
the rear spoiler angles are at 10o and 20o. Based 
on this fact, a downforce will be generated if the 
angle more than 0o.  

As mentioned before, the drag and lift force 
coefficient is widely used in aerodynamics study 
because they are dimensionless, so they are not 
affected by velocity but still affected by the shape 
of the car [11]. Figure 13 and Figure 14 show the 
drag and lift coefficient generated by the 
simulation, respectively. 
 

 
Figure 13. Drag coefficient generated along the 
car’s body with various rear spoiler angle and 

speed 
 

As shown in Figure 13, higher rear spoiler 
angles generate a higher drag coefficient. 
Otherwise, Figure 14 shows that the higher rear 
spoiler angle generates a lower lift coefficient. The 
condition is a dilemma because a lower lift 
coefficient will lead to a more stable car but the 
lower the lift coefficient, the higher the drag 
coefficient. In terms of fuel consumption, the lower 
drag coefficient is better because air resistance 
will be lower. Thus, part of the energy generated 
due to fuel consumption used against air 
resistance will below. Otherwise, a higher drag 
coefficient will increase air resistance and 
therefore part of the energy generated due to fuel 
consumption used against air resistance will be 
high [18].  

 
Figure 14. Lift coefficient generated along the 
car’s body with various rear spoiler angle and 

speed 
 

According to Figure 13 and Figure 14, The 
best spoiler angle is 10o because it generates 
negative lift force with -0.05 lift coefficient and 0,68 
drag coefficient. The angle generates negative lift 
force, which is good to increase the car’s stability 
and safety, and the drag force generated is not 
high as spoiler angle 20o. For comparison, at a 
speed of 100 km/h, the increase in drag force 
between spoiler angle 10o and 20o is 17,0588%.  

 
CONCLUSION 

Rear spoiler angle will affect the 
aerodynamics effect of the car. Higher spoiler 
angles will generate higher drag and lower lift. 
Higher drag will lead to higher air resistance and 
lower lift will lead to the car’s stability 
improvement. According to the result, the best 
spoiler angle is 10o because it generates negative 
lift force with -0.05 lift coefficient and 0,68 drag 
coefficient. The angle generates negative lift force, 
which is good to increase the car’s stability and 
safety. 
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